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Abstract. In this busy society of ours people push their limits to work
better and more in order to remain competitive with their peers. Nonethe-
less, working longer hours does not necessarily improves productivity nor
performance. In order to prevent the negative consequences of this in-
creasing trend, the evolution of performance throughout the day of work
should be more closely monitored. This could avoid undesirable states or
even breakdowns, which have social and economical implications. In this
work we measure user performance through their interaction with the
computer. We monitor its evolution during a day of work and how diﬀer-
ent types of music may increase or decrease its natural daily degradation.
We conclude that the relationship between types of music and its eﬀects
is not universal and depends, among other things, on the musical proﬁle
of the individual. A prototype for a distributed music recommendation
service is presented that suggests musics at an individual and group level,
based on user musical proﬁles and objectives.
Keywords: Music, Performance, Context Acquisition, Human-Computer
Interaction
1 Introduction
The Human being is currently under an increasing demand for performance, fruit
of a competitive society in which the scarcity of resources drives individuals
into harsher conditions. Workplaces are particularly "good" examples of this
reality. Lack of jobs, decreasing wages, increasing working hours, working in
shifts, competitiveness or unrealistic productivity objectives result in a constant
and increasing pressure on the individual.
Numerous studies highlight the negative eﬀects of this lifestyle. [12] show
positive mean correlations between overall health symptoms, physiological and
psychological health symptoms, and hours of work. [5] analyse the impact of
overtime and long work hours on occupational injuries and illnesses, to conclude
that these variables depend more on the amount of time worked rather than
on the level of risk of the job. In [7], the eﬀects of shift work and extended
hours of work are analysed at diﬀerent levels, including family and social life,
performance, fatigue, productivity, health, among others.
As addressed in detail in [2], there is currently an overwork culture, which is
further encouraged by greedy management techniques and job insecurity. While
the main objective of management is to increase production, this does not nec-
essarily happen, nor will it increase productivity.
There is thus the need to improve performance or productivity by other
means that do not bring along such negative eﬀects. This paper presents such
an approach on the problem through the use of music. Indeed, musical selection
aﬀects many diﬀerent aspects of our lives, including our physiology, mood or
motivation [1]. The aim of this work is to determine the potential eﬀect of mu-
sic on the natural degradation of performance that occurs during the workday.
Speciﬁcally, we want to determine if particular types of music can decrease this
natural degradation, contributing to a higher overall performance of the individ-
ual. This will be done individually when people can make use of headphones, or
in group when only sound systems are available.
1.1 Music and Its Eﬀects
Music is one of the oldest forms of cultural expression. Given its eﬀects on the
Human being at so many diﬀerent levels (e.g. emotional, health, physiological),
it has been studied in the last decades for many diﬀerent purposes, including
its eﬀects on shopping behavior, its therapeutic possibilities, its eﬀects on sport
and exercise and even its eﬀects on our emotions [6, 8, 10, 13].
Among many other areas, music is used in many of nowadays workplaces
(e.g. shopping malls, individual stores, surgery rooms, collective transportation).
Even if music is not playing openly through installed sound systems, workers are
often allowed to work with their personal music using headphones, as happens
frequently in software development companies.
The strategies for selecting music are often driven by the objective of activat-
ing or calming people. In this work we focus on environments in which groups
of people work together, mostly in front of a computer, typically oﬃces (e.g.
software development, call center, journals).
2 Distributed Context Acquisition for Performance
Indicators
To implement the study described in this paper and the developed application
prototype, a framework for the acquisition of performance indicators from con-
textual information was developed. This framework is based on a client-server
model 1. The clients (the computers used by the individuals in the environment)
provide information about their users while the server receives it and builds the
set of features that feed the decision-making and presentation tier.
The clients use the keyboard and mouse as sensors of user performance.
Speciﬁcally, the user is monitored through particular Operating System events
ﬁred from the use of the computer's mouse and keyboard, as follows:
Fig. 1. High-level view of the architecture.
 MOV, timestamp, posX, posY - an event describing the movement of the
mouse, in a given time, to coordinates (posX, posY) in the screen;
 MOUSE_DOWN, timestamp, [Left|Right], posX, posY - this event describes
the ﬁrst half of a click (when the mouse button is pressed down), in a given
time. It also describes which of the buttons was pressed (left or right) and
the position of the mouse in that instant;
 MOUSE_UP, timestamp, [Left|Right], posX, posY - an event similar to the
previous one but describing the second part of the click, when the mouse
button is released;
 MOUSE_WHEEL, timestamp, dif - this event describes a mouse wheel scroll
of amount dif, in a given time;
 KEY_DOWN, timestamp, key - identiﬁes a given key from the keyboard
being pressed down, at a given time;
 KEY_UP, timestamp, key - describes the release of a given key from the
keyboard, in a given time;
The clients share these events in real-time with the server, whom proceeds
to compute the following set of features: Key Down Time, Time Between Keys,
Mouse Velocity, Mouse Acceleration, Time Between Clicks, Double Click Dura-
tion, Average Excess of Distance, Average Distance of the Mouse to the Straight
Line, Distance of the Mouse to the Straight Line Between two Clicks, Signed
Sum of Angles of the Movement, Absolute Sum of Angles of the Movement and
Distance between clicks. These features and the process of their computation are
described in more detail in [4].
From these features it is possible to obtain a measure of the user's perfor-
mance (e.g. an increased distance between clicks or sum of angles represents
decreased performance). Then, a wide range of possibilities become real, such as
studying the eﬀects of fatigue or stress on performance [11, 4] or, as in this case,
the eﬀects of musical selection.
3 Experimental Study
In order to determine the inﬂuence of music on the interaction of the individ-
uals with their computers and on their behaviour within the environment, an
experimental study was carried out. This study aimed to:
 Determine if musical selection (the independent variable) has an eﬀect on
the performance of the interaction patterns (the dependent variable) of the
users with the computer;
 Determine if diﬀerent types of music have diﬀerent eﬀects on the variable;
 Study and quantify the eﬀects of diﬀerent types of music on the variable;
 Determine if users are conscious of the eﬀects measured or, at least, of some
eﬀect at some level;
In the past we have studied how performance is negatively inﬂuenced by fa-
tigue throughout the day. In the present study we aim to determine if music
may have a positive eﬀect on the performance of the individual by improving it
or by delaying its decrease during the day or during particularly stressing peri-
ods. The veriﬁcation of this possibility will support the development of a music
recommendation service aimed at improving musical selection with particular
objectives, such as improving individual or group performance, satisfaction with
music selection or motivation to work. This is expected to consequently improve
indicators such as work satisfaction, productivity and quality of the working
environment.
3.1 Method
This experimental study took place in the Intelligent Systems Lab of the Uni-
versity of Minho. In this lab, numerous students and researchers spend their day
working with a speciﬁc computer and are allowed to listen to music using head-
phones. 12 participants were selected to take place in this study, aged between
20 and 28, with an average of 24.3.
Prior to the participation in the study, each individual ﬁlled in a questionnaire
aimed at determining their musical preferences. Moreover, at the end of each day,
they also ﬁlled in another questionnaire to determine their subjective opinion
about the musical selection of the day.
The selected individuals were requested to participate in the study for ﬁve
days. During their participation they need not change any of their routines: the
only request was that they carried out their usual tasks while listening to the
provided music using their headphones.
The recording of their performance indicators was carried out in the back-
ground through a log application that required no interaction at all.
The independent variable in this study was thus musical selection. Five dif-
ferent types of music were used, ﬁrst classiﬁed and put forward by [9] in the
form of ﬁve so-called mood clusters. Each cluster contained music classiﬁed as
follows:
 Cluster 1: passionate, rousing, conﬁdent, boisterous, rowdy
 Cluster 2: rollicking, cheerful, fun, sweet, amiable/good natured
 Cluster 3: literate, poignant, wistful, bittersweet, autumnal, brooding
 Cluster 4: humorous, silly, campy, quirky, whimsical, witty, wry
 Cluster 5: aggressive, ﬁery, tense/anxious, intense, volatile, visceral
The dependant variable was the performance of the participants, measured
in terms of the features described previously.
Before the actual start of the data collection, each participant ﬁlled in a ﬁrst
questionnaire, meant to establish a proﬁle of each participant. In this question-
naire, each participant provides some standard demographic data, rates some
musics from the diﬀerent clusters according to their level of activation or va-
lence (from the participant's point of view) and answers some questions that
allow to perceive their musical preferences.
During the actual study, each participant took part in ﬁve diﬀerent moments
of data collection, each one in a diﬀerent day. In each day, the participant listens
to musics from one of the diﬀerent clusters during the whole period of work,
with a minimum of 3 hours.
At the end of each day, each participant answered another questionnaire
aimed to determine how the type of music listened made them feel concerning
their performance at work (e.g. is the participant consciously aware of some
eﬀect?). Moreover, it was also the aim of this questionnaire to determine if the
music truly induced the desired state in the participant.
The data collected, from both the questionnaires and the performance mon-
itoring software, was analysed using statistical software and the results are de-
scribed further ahead in this paper.
3.2 Results
Given the scope of the paper, we will not dwell to deep into the results of the
study: we will only focus on the most important aspects that allow us to grasp
the relationship between music and performance.
One of our objectives was to determine if the musical selection in each cluster
would be experienced by the participants as expected, i.e., if the clusters we
deemed to be calm would be considered calming by the participants. As Figure
2 shows, this happens indeed. Cluster 3, containing music classiﬁed as autumnal,
brooding or literate, is the one that relaxes participants the most. Cluster 5, on
the other hand, containing music described as aggressive, ﬁery or tense/anxious,
is the one that relaxes them the least.
There is not necessarily a direct relationship between how relaxed you are and
your performance. Indeed, this relationship is more complex than it may seem
at ﬁrst sight. In this study we found that our performance does not depend only
on the musical selection but also on the musical proﬁle of the individual.
Indeed, if we consider Figure 3, we notice that the Cluster that attenuates
fatigue the most over the day is Cluster 4, while the ones that contribute to in-
creasing the eﬀects of fatigue the most are Clusters 2 and 5. This can be explained
Fig. 2. Distribution of the gradings, by the users, of how relaxing each Cluster is (1 -
no relaxing at all, 9 - highly relaxing).
by the fact that Cluster 4 contains music that can be described as humorous and
silly, contributing to the good mood and motivation of the participant. Cluster
2, although somewhat similar, is more calm and activates people less. Cluster 5
contains heavy music that, over longer periods, will wear the participants out,
producing negative eﬀects. These characteristics can help to understand the ob-
served diﬀerences.
Fig. 3. Distribution of the percentage of features in which each participant improved
their performance over the day, for each Cluster.
These diﬀerences, although visible when looking at all the population, can
result still more interesting when considering individual participants and their
musical proﬁle. Indeed, we observe that people that are more into heavy music
are positively aﬀected and see their performance improved by a longer timespan
with the heavier clusters. They are activated by this music in a positive manner
and work more eﬃciently. These are also people that have a higher baseline acti-
vation, i.e., they are naturally more "stressed". People that are naturally calmer,
on the other hand, ﬁnd this music annoying and sometimes hurtful to hear and
are unable to concentrate, which aﬀects their performance. These individuals
thus work with more performance with more calm music.
A good example of this are participants "Davide" and "Vitor Neto" (Figure
4). Davide, who can be described as someone who regularly listens to heavy
music, sees achieves the best performance results with Clusters 2 and 5. Vitor,
on the other hand, a calmer person by nature, demonstrates better performance
in Clusters 3 and 4.
Fig. 4. Percentage of features that improved over the day, for each user and each
cluster.
Indeed, the problem of determining the most appropriate style of music for
an individual is a complex one and, as these results show, several variables must
be taken into account. Namely, and besides the type of music, the musical proﬁle
of the individual. Moreover, the objective of the individual at the time (e.g. does
he need to complete a task quickly? Does he prefer to work calmly?) as well as
the timespan (e.g. we have the tendency to grow tired of a type of music if listen
to it for prolonged periods of time) should also be included in the future.
4 Music Recommendation Service
Based on the results described in the previous section, we started the devel-
opment of a prototype for a music recommendation service (Figure 5). This
prototype has as main objective to select the most appropriate style of music
at a given time. It can do so at two diﬀerent levels: user-level (in which the
prototype optimizes the musical selection for a given user) and group-level (in
which it does so for a group of people). In both cases, the process is similar.
The prototype is a distributed one. Each user is interacting with a particular
computer, which is monitoring his performance and client
From the proﬁles deﬁned through the questionnaires, we know how each
individual feels about each type of music: how much they like it, how relax-
ing/activating they ﬁnd it or to which extent they preferred to have carried out
their activities without listening to this particular type of music.
The users also provide the prototype with their current objective, using a
minimalist interface. At any moment, the objective can be to relax (e.g. when
the user is involved in a creative task), to activate (e.g. when the user needs to
complete a given task quickly) or, aside from performance issues, to listen to their
favourite musics. Besides assigning an objective, the user also assigns a weight
to Performance and Musical Preference. That is, placing a bigger weight on
Performance will result in musics that contribute more to the user's activation,
despite his preferences. On the other hand, musics that are more to the taste
of the user will be selected, despite less eﬀective results being expected in what
concerns performance.
These variables, as well as the weights assigned by the user, are used by
optimization functions to attribute a score to each Cluster, at any moment,
normalized in the interval [0,1]. To prevent people from getting tired of constantly
listening to the same type of music, musics are then selected from all the ﬁve
Clusters in a frequency that is proportional to these scores (e.g. if Cluster 1 has
twice the score of Cluster 2, musics form Cluster 1 will be selected with twice
the probability).
A similar process is used for selecting ambient music. However, in this case,
it is the ambient manager that determines the objective of the environment.
If there is a scheduled brainstorming session, the manager may decide to put
activating music in order to stimulate ideas and actions. On the other hand, if
the end of the day is approaching, the manager may decide to put more relaxing
music as individuals are already tired and activating music may have negative
eﬀects.
5 Conclusion
Fatigue and its negative eﬀects cause nowadays growing concern. These eﬀects
have impact not only at a personal level, wearing one's health, but also at a
social level (e.g. our reduced time for social and enjoyable activities) and also at
an economical one (companies' costs with absenteeism and reduced productivity
are on the rise). Given the current economic scenario, targeting the source of the
problem (e.g. decreasing labour time, imposing more favourable legislation) may
not be the most realistic or time-eﬃcient solution. In that sense, alternatives
should be sought to minimize these negative eﬀects.
In this paper we looked at the possibility of using music to attenuate the
negative eﬀects of fatigue on the individual. Speciﬁcally, we looked at how per-
Fig. 5. Detail of the interfaces of the Music Recommendation Service for individual
users (upper image) and for the group of users (lower image).
formance, measured in terms of the interaction with the mouse and keyboard,
decreases along the day and how diﬀerent types of music aﬀect this phenomena.
We conclude that the relationship is a complex one and involves variables
other than the type of music, including the objective of the individual in each
moment and his personal preferences regarding music. The data collected in the
experimental study was used to deﬁne optimization functions that are used to
maximize diﬀerent aspects of this relationship: to select the favourite musics of
the users, to select the music that active the users the most or to select the music
that calms them the most.
In future work we will address this problem in more detail, namely by includ-
ing additional variables that can better shape the relationship between music,
performance and fatigue and by analysing diﬀerent music classiﬁcation mecha-
nisms.
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